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 No matter what your age, complexion, or profile, Robert can demonstrate simple techniques
that camouflage flaws and highlight each woman's exclusive beauty. Robert Jones, make-up
artist extraordinaire, outlines step-by-step how also the ugliest duckling may become a swan—
Unlike many makeup books that concentrate on celebrities or the already-glamorous, this
reserve shows every girl how to be her most beautiful. Every woman can be beautiful on her
big day, regardless of what her age or ethnic history, with Robert's makeup techniques.with
makeup alone!Forget great makeovers! Best of all, it's EASY! Also if you've never worn make-up
before, you can learn how to bring out your best in only a few minutes.This stunning book can
be a full-color guide to applying wedding makeup, with countless stunning before-and-after
pictures of regular women throughout. It is extremely instructional and will not just show model
perfect women, instead it targets the girl nearby, your best friend and you also. In hundreds of
awe-inspiring before-and-after photos, Robert allows you for any female to achieve accurate
beauty in this reserve, which has become the definitive encyclopedia on the subject. It features
special make-up techniques for morning, midday, afternoon and night weddings; because with
every time of day you will photograph in different ways and as we all know one of the most
considerations to think about is how you will photograph. There are also chapters on more
makeup tricks for wedding photos, and, needless to say, make-up for bridesmaids and matrons
of honor.
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 Today having pointed that out, I really do like RJ's makeup design. I actually waited for about
six months to purchase this reserve when it finally was released. Then it arrives and it is the
SAME reserve as Robert Jones' unique Makeup Makeovers. This was therefore disappointing. As
a make-up artist who's constantly trying to get new, fresh inspiration, I really was frustrated by
this book. How do he publish the same reserve with the same TEXT and PICTURES once again
from a couple of years ago? I hope everyone reads these reviews since it will save you money
and time if you understand that this is the same as the other publication. As someone else
mentioned, there's one difference- and that is the added "Wedding ceremony" section at the
end. I love that he uses genuine ladies from many walks of life. You can find better books out
there for wedding makeup. Anyway, I cherished Make-up Makeovers and I still do, just don't
buy this one thinking you're getting new info from Robert Jones. You're not- it'll be the same
thing once again. He will his way very well. So, if you like one of is own books and buy it, rest
assured it's almost similar to all or any his other ones.content shopping :) Another R Jones
Beauty Book The Robert Jones books are basically the same, with the model photos
rearranged.Same Reserve as Makeup Makeovers! The stunning results from his program
techniques are amazing for special events and occasions. (See Jemma Kidd's Makeup Secrets.
Overall, I liked this publication a little much better than his others, but it could be because
some of the photos were different. Nevertheless, since great techniques rarely expire, I am
aware why the RJ books are almost identical.. It mostly discussed looking young, which if I look
any youthful (I am 24) I'll get carded going into an R rated film (which has happened). Jones'
signature design is apparent atlanta divorce attorneys face in this publication. I would just
love to meet you and become one of your personal before-and-after girls.. makeup movers- I
really enjoy scanning this book But 4 stars only because the font is indeed small. Mr. Jones
certainly includes a signature style. Nice however, not for me We was really looking towards
getting this publication but I was very disappointed with it.. Ive been heading lighter and I
appear so much younger.just desire I'd known that just before purchasing more than one. He's
talented, but most of the women looked very similar. He says that he adores lip gloss..
Otherwise it’s pretty useless.he is not kidding! I've never seen so much peachy laquered lips.
(Except the gal on the cover and something ethnic bride-to-be toward the trunk of the
publication, I am generalizing here.) Most of the females looked natural, but many could have
used more color. Do not expect any particular product mentions except for his own website,
particularly his brushes. (Nearly $300 for a set with unusually short handles. And he addresses
all age range, all ethnicities, ?and all personalities.) He mentions at the end of the publication
about his 'forthcoming makeup line', maybe which has held him from mentioning specific
products. (Even Bobbi Dark brown has images of her makeup package with products from
additional lines.)I've a sense that Mr.)Bottom line: wonderful addition to a library, but beware of
let's assume that his way is the only way to accomplish things. He makes only a passing point
out about 'corrective concealers', correctors are big news these days. You can dial down
some of the techniques for everyday wear. I loved the publication so much I simply ordered it.
Do not get me wrong it is a GREAT book when you have no idea how to do your make-up but
if you are under 30 I'd not purchase this book, it will you need to be a waste materials of
money. For instance: Sunscreen or HD powder...these are typically avoided, but he does not
convey this.. Equal people, SAME photos, and within the last section, SAME text!Personally, I
discover that pro-MUAs (makeup artists) possess their own signature style and I respect and
admire that. Even when we don't identify completely with all that they perform...like over-glossed
peachy lips...there's still much to glean.! I was amazed too that I was caking to much



foundation, and that it is alright to let imperfections present a bit. This reserve taught me the
correct way. Jones really wants to lure visitors to his internet site for more 'complete'
instruction.We gave it 5 stars because the book itself is good information- but, not in case you
have one of his previously published books. great book for organic skin like makeup great
book for natural skin like makeup. I picked this reserve up from the library. Jones fulfills this
expectation decently. Yes, Mr. I learned how to let my encounter look fresh and organic with
the right shades for my complexion . I am a dark skinned female and I am pleased to see he
used a respectable amount of ladies with darker complexion's compared to other make-up
books.) There are only basic recommendations for bridal makeup--as from what time of day
and minor modifications suggested. Transform Yourself with Robert's Tips Robert is funny, smart
and super creative. I hardly ever thought I'd like a book on makeup! He really cares about the
women he works together with and that shines through atlanta divorce attorneys page and
suggestion. He transforms ladies from searching frumpy, or quite basic, to looking radiant and
lively. Google review articles for more info. Well completed, Robert.... I acquired this book to get
ready for my wedding but I've learned better beauty tips on Pintrest. How about flash-back
issues with certain products? Not much new news from Robert Jones The info in this book is very
good for someone who does not have all the techniques and recommendations found in
magazines and online. To be honest, its not worthwhile even for that. What was really annoying
is usually that the models and pictures are virtually all A SIMILAR as another book I've of his.
One could expect a little more here, especially from a make-up, makeover, beauty, BIBLE.
TACKY!! Mr. Useless You might get something from it if you are completely new to makeup.. In
the event that you already know the definition of powder blush I’d say save your
money.because one is all that's required.. Five Stars best for cosmetology student or simply
home cutting use. I was outting too much makeup and the wrong colors . From how many other
reviewers have mentioned, this book appears to be a re-hash of his previous books. Great info
Loved this book! I was putting too much makeup and the wrong colors on my face. This book
will be a good addition to a makeup artistry 'library' (3-4 different authors minimum. Five Stars
Beautiful book. Everything you need to know for perfect makeup software.
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